
index
1. [ʹındeks] n (pl тж. indices)

1. эк. индекс; показатель
weighted index - взвешенный индекс
index of cost of living - индекс прожиточного минимума
quality index - показатель качества

2. тех. показатель, коэффициент
index of refraction - коэффициентпреломления

3. мат. коэффициент
4. признак, показатель

the face is an index of the heart - лицо - это зеркало души
5. алфавитныйуказатель; индекс; каталог; список

library index - библиотечныйкаталог
Index Librorum Prohibitorum - список книг, запрещённых католической церковью
Index Expurgatorius - список книг, запрещённых католической церковью до их переработки

6. стрелка (весов, приборов, солнечных часов и т. п. )
7. указательный палец

2. [ʹındeks] v
1. 1) снабжать указателем

to index a book - снабдить книгу указателем
2) составлять указатель; заносить в указатель
2. указывать, служить указателем
3. тех. совпадать (об отверстиях )
4. спец. индексировать, индицировать, приписывать индексы

Apresyan (En-Ru)

index
index AW [index indices indexes ] noun, verbBrE [ˈɪndeks] NAmE [ˈɪndeks]

noun
1. (pl. in·dexes ) a list of names or topics that are referred to in a book, etc, usually arranged at the end of a book in alphabetical order
or listed in a separate file or book

• Look it up in the index.
• Author and subject indexes are availableon a library database.

2. (BrE) = ↑card index

3. (pl. in·dexes or in·dices BrE [ˈɪndɪsi z] ; NAmE [ˈɪndɪsi z] ) a system that shows the level of prices and wages, etc. so that

they can be compared with those of a previous date
• the cost-of-living index
• The Dow Jones index fell 15 points this morning.
• stock-market indices
• house price indexes

4. (pl. in·dices BrE [ˈɪndɪsi z] ; NAmE [ˈɪndɪsi z] ) a sign or measure that sth else can be judged by

• The number of new houses being built is a good index of a country's prosperity.
5. (usually indices plural) (mathematics) the small number written abovea larger number to show how many times that number must

be multiplied by itself. In the ↑equation 4 2 = 16, the number 2 is an index.

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English: from Latin index, indic- ‘forefinger , informer, sign’, from in- ‘towards’ + a second element related to dicere

‘say’ or dicare ‘make known’ ; compare with ↑indicate. The original sense ‘index finger’ (the finger with which one points), came to

mean ‘pointer’ (late 16th cent.), and figuratively something that serves to point to a fact or conclusion; hence a list of topics in a
book (“pointing” to their location).
 
Thesaurus:
index noun C
• His name doesn't appear in the index.
list • • table • • directory • • catalogue • |AmE also catalog •

an alphabetical index/list/directory/catalogue
compile a/an index/list/table/directory/catalogue
list sth in/look sth up in/consult a/an index/table/directory/catalogue

 
Example Bank:

• Although the book was devoted to cancer, the word ‘cancer’ did not even appear in the index.
• Inflation, as measured by the consumer price index, is expected to drop.
• Is there any reference to it in the index?
• It's a general index to the whole work.
• Look up ‘The Waste Land’ in the index.
• Most commodity funds track a specific commodity index.
• Search the index to find the address of the data file.
• The Morgan Stanley Cyclical index posted a small advance.
• The NYSE Financial index gained 20%.
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• The commodities index fell 3.1%.
• The company is listed on the Nasdaq technology stocks index.
• The hundred shares index closed down 15 points.
• The increase in our standard rates will be linked to the consumer price index.
• The index only gives the main towns.
• The index was calculated with a computer.
• The price index is published monthly.
• The test results were used as an index of language proficiency.
• The topic I was interested in didn't appear in the index.
• Those who lived in the inner cities had a high index of deprivation.
• We keep a card index of all the titles on the shelves.
• Why don't you look up her name in the index?
• a 28.2 point drop in the FT-SE 100 index
• a general index calculated from death and population information
• an index based on incidents causing a loss of production
• an index covering some 1 700 companies
• an index designed to measure changes in the volume of industrial production
• cards in a card index
• dividends on shares in the index
• index-linked pensions
• people dealing in options on the FT-SE 100 index
• Author and subject indexes are availableon the library database.
• His brother's name doesn't evenappear in the index.
• His novels were put on the index of banned books.
• The detailed index lists all the historical characters referred to in the book.

 
verb
1. ~ sth to make an index of documents, the contents of a book, etc; to add sth to a list of this type

• All publications are indexed by subject and title.
• New material is scanned, indexed and stored electronically.

2. usually passive ~ sth (to sth) to link wages, etc. to the level of prices of food, clothing, etc. so that they both increase at the same
rate

Verb forms:

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English: from Latin index, indic- ‘forefinger , informer, sign’, from in- ‘towards’ + a second element related to dicere

‘say’ or dicare ‘make known’ ; compare with ↑indicate. The original sense ‘index finger’ (the finger with which one points), came to

mean ‘pointer’ (late 16th cent.), and figuratively something that serves to point to a fact or conclusion; hence a list of topics in a
book (“pointing” to their location).

 

index
I. in dex 1 W2 AC /ˈɪndeks/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Date: 1500-1600; Language: Latin; Origin: 'first finger, guide', from indicare; ⇨↑indicate]

1. (plural indexes ) an alphabetical list of names, subjects etc at the back of a book, with the numbers of the pages where they can
be found

2. (plural indexes ) a set of cards or a↑database containing information, usually arranged in alphabetical order and used especially

in a library

3. (plural indices /ˈɪndəsi z,̍ ɪndɪsi z/) a standard by which the level of something can be judged or measured

index of
The changing size of an infant’s head is considered an index of brain growth.

4. (plural indices /ˈɪndəsi z,̍ ɪndɪsi z/ or indexes ) technical a system by which prices, costs etc can be compared to those of a

previousdate
• • •

THESAURUS
▪ list a set of names, places, jobs you need to do etc, which are written one below the other: Henry’s name wasn’t on the list. |
She made a list of the people she wanted to invite to the wedding. | Could I havea list of hotels in Bournemouth and the
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surrounding area? | I forgot to bring my shopping list with me.
▪ checklist a list of things you need or things you have to do which you keep in order to help you remember them: Use a checklist
when visiting properties to buy, so that you keep a record of which features you liked and didn’t like. | I made a checklist of things
I needed to do before the holiday.
▪ short list/shortlista list of the most suitable people for a job or prize, chosen from a larger group of people: Her name is on the
shortlist for the Booker Prize. | You were lucky to evenget onto the shortlist. | A shortlist is drawn up, from which the successful
candidate will be chosen.
▪ register an official list containing the names of all the people, organizations, or things of a particular type: a register of qualified
translators | a civil register of births, deaths, and marriages | Make sure your name is on the electoral register (=the official list of
people who can vote).
▪ programme British English, program American English a list of all the activities or events that have been planned, especially
one that shows when each event will happen: First on the programme is a speech by the organizer, Mrs Jenkins. | A spectacular
program of exhibitions, displays and competitions has been planned. | Because of bad weather, our programme of events has had
to be changed slightly.
▪ agenda a list of the subjects that will be discussed at a meeting: Haveyou got a copy of the agenda for tomorrow’s meeting? |
the next item on the agenda | The fuel crisis will be at the top of the agenda for today’s board meeting.
▪ index an alphabetical list of names and subjects at the back of a book, that shows which page they are mentioned on: It’s a lot
quicker if you use the index. | I looked up his name in the index.
▪ inventory a list of everything in a house, factory, or shop, written so that you know exactly what is there: Some of the things in
the shop were not listed in the inventory. | The company keeps a full inventory of its equipment. | make an inventory: She made an
inventory of everything in the apartment.

II. index 2 AC BrE AmE verb [transitive, usually passive]
1. if documents, information etc are indexed, an index is made for them:

The reports are indexed by subject and location.

2. to arrange for the level of wages, ↑pensions etc to increase or decrease according to the level of prices

index to British English:
demands that wages be indexed to the rise in prices

index for American English:
an amount indexed for inflation

—indexation /ˌɪndekˈseɪʃən/ noun [uncountable and countable]
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